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Fight Skill is useful when resolving conflicts with 
violence. Whether a bare knuckle brawl or open gun 
play, enough Fight Skill will get you through. 

 
Hiring Disgruntled Crew: While stopped in the same sector with a rival’s ship, a player may pay the hiring cost of a 
disgruntled crew to the bank. The disgruntled crew jumps ship and joins your crew. Add the crew card to your crew area. 
Supply Cards: Consider 3/Buy 2 
Job Cards: Consider 3/Accept up to 2  
Active Jobs (no more than 3) are public (face up); Inactive jobs (no more than 3) are private (face down). 
Buying Fuel & Parts: Must be done at a supply planet during a buy action. 
Kosherized Rules: Bare knuckle fights. You may not factor in any Fight Skill from gear. 
Bribes: For every $100 you pay the bank you may add +1 to your total dice roll. 
Thrillin’ Heroics: Whenever you roll a six (picture of a firefly) roll the dice again and add that role to your total score. 
Shore Leave: When your ship is in a Sector with a supply planet, you may use your buy action to give your crew shore leave, 
instead of buying supply cards. Pay the bank $100/crew (including the Captain), disgruntled or not, then remove all disgruntled 
tokens. 

Negotiate Skill will help you talk your way out of trouble 
or into more profit. Dealing with angry law enforcement 
officers or potential business partners all come under the 
header of Negotiate Skill. 

Tech Skill comes into play when facing challenges 
ranging from ship breakdowns, breeching security 
systems, hacking computers to cracking a vault. 

Actions (choose 2/turn) 
Fly: If you aren’t moving, you aren’t doing much of anything else 
either. Flying through the ’Verse is both necessary and sometimes 
dangerous. 
Buy: You won’t get far with an empty ship; buying Gear and hiring 
Crew is critical to complete difficult, lucrative Jobs. 
Deal: Talking to Contacts opens up new opportunities. Taking on 
more commitments than you can handle is a road to defeat. 
Work: Working Jobs is how you get Paid. Some Jobs are simple, 
legal transport of goods. Some require misbehaving under the 
Alliance’s nose. 

What Are Goods? 

Many of the Cards in Blue Sun refer to “Goods”. Goods are Cargo, 
Contraband, Fuel and Parts. Some cards may allow you to load a 
number of Goods. In this case, you may choose which type of 
Goods you’d like to Load. You may choose to Load a mix of different 
Goods. 
Equipping the Crew: Each crew member can only carry one piece 
of equipment unless otherwise noted on the crew card. 
Job Equipment: You must have the right equipment for each job 
BEFORE starting each job 
Leaders: Leaders differ from crew in three ways: 
1. Entrepreneur: Leaders are self-employed and do not receive 

a cut from jobs 
2. Leaders are REALLY Lucky: When the outcome of any event 

would cause your leader to be killed, return your leader to your 
ship and place a disgruntled token on the card instead 

3. You’re all Ruttin’ Fired! If your leader receives a second 
disgruntled token, they’ve lost confidence in their crew. They 
do not leave the ship. Instead, they fire all the other crew. 
Immediately discard all your crew, except for your leader to 
their supply discard piles. Remove the disgruntled token from 
your leader. 
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Full Stop: Your ship halts in the current Sector. No further movement is 
possible. If you have another Action to take, you may do so.  
Mosey Along: When you Mosey, move your ship 1 sector, slow and careful. 
Do not spend a fuel token. Do not draw from the nav decks. 
Keep Flying: If the chosen option’s final result is Keep Flying, you may move 
again and draw another Nav Card, up to your Drive Core’s max range. If your 
last movement ends with a Keep Flying result you may take any remaining 
Actions this turn as normal. 
Full Stop: Your ship halts in the current Sector. No further movement is 
possible. If you have another Action to take, you may do so. 
Evade: Move your ship to an adjacent Sector. Do not draw an additional Nav 
Card. No further movement is possible. If you have another Action to take, you 
may do so. 
NOTE: No ship is allowed to move into the same sector with a Reaver 
Ship. 

 

 
 

Navigation Zones 
There are three navigation decks. Blue is for Alliance Space, Yellow is for 
Boarder Space, and (in the Blue Sun Expansion) Red is for Rim Space. The 
Alliance cruiser stays in Alliance space. The Reaver Cutter(s) (multiple cutters 
in the Blue Sun Expansion) move in both Boarder and Rim space.  
 
In the Basic Game, Breakin’ Atmo, and Pirates and Bounty Hunters 
Expansions the Reaver Cutter always starts on the Firefly logo. In the Blue 
Sun Expansion, all three Reaver Cutters start in Reaver Space (labeled on the 
map). 

 Alert Tokens (Blue Sun Expansion): If you move into a Sector containing 
one or more Alert Tokens during your Fly Action, you must resolve the Alert 
Tokens before drawing a Nav Card. To resolve Alert Tokens, roll a dice. 
 
If the dice roll is equal to or less than the number of Alert Tokens, you’ve got 
company! The player to your right chooses and moves a Reaver or Alliance 
ship to your current Sector, depending on which token was encountered. All 
normal rules for contact with Reaver and Alliance ships apply. Whatever the 
dice roll, remove all the tokens from the Sector. 

Boarding Test (Pirates & Bounty Hunters): Takes a Work Action 
Tech or Negotiate Skill 
1-5: Attempt Botched 
6+: Boarding Successful 
If the test is successful, proceed with the intended action. If the test is failed, 
the attempt is over and your work action is complete. 

Showdown (Pirates & Bounty Hunters): Active player is the attacker. Target player is the defender. The attacker 
chooses the skill they will use to attack:  

• tech  
• fight  
• negotiate  

The defender then chooses which skill they will use to defend. Both then roll and add up their combined scores. 
Winner is determined. Standard gear rules apply 
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Piracy Jobs (Pirates & Bounty Hunters): Piracy jobs are a direct attack on another player’sy ship, 
goods, and crew. To work a piracy job  your ship must be in the same sector as your intended target. 
 
NOTE: You must be working a piracy job to attack another ship – you can’t just attack willy-
nilly! 

Subjective Morality (Pirates & Bounty Hunters): Piracy jobs are classified as morally 
“subjective”.  Subjective means that the morality of the job is situational and is determined by 
whether the target leader is moral. It is IMMORAL to work a subjective job on a target ship 
with a moral leader. 

A Pirate’s Bane (Pirates & Bounty Hunters): The Stash: Any goods stored in a ship’s stash are off 
limits. Stashed goods cannot be stolen. Piracy is a hit & run affair and attackers do not have time to 
search the ship from bow to stern for every  hidey-hole and smuggling nook. Targeted players may 
rearrange their goods, passengers, and fugitives between their cargo hold, and stash to keep safe. 

Bounty Cards (Pirates & Bounty Hunters): 
Each Bounty Card lists the details of the hunt: where the wanted fugitive was last seen, 
where to deliver them and how much you’ll Get Paid. The Showdown listed on each Bounty 
card details the risks of a failed attempt. Some Bounties are Immoral; Moral Crew become 
disgruntled when you collect the reward for an Immoral Bounty. 

Bounty Hunting (Pirates & Bounty Hunters): 
Bounties require you to apprehend the target Fugitive and deliver them to a drop-off destination to Get 
Paid. 
Gear for the Hunt: You must decide what gear you’re going to use before 
Working a Bounty. Once you’ve begun Working the Bounty, it’s too late to swap Gear between Crew. 
Anyone Can Work a Bounty All players may   attempt to Work any of the 3 face up Bounties on the 
‘Verse’s Most Wanted List. Bounties never count as Jobs in your hand nor do they count 
towards your Active Jobs limit. 

Apprehending a Fugitive (Pirates & Bounty Hunters): 
To attempt to apprehend a Fugitive, you must use a Work Action while in the same sector as 
the Target Fugitive. You may only attempt to apprehend a single Fugitive with each Work 
Action. Note: Remember, the current active player is the Attacker when applying the results 
of a Bounty’s Showdown. Apprehending a Fugitive will occur in 1 of 3 ways, depending on 
the Fugitive’s location: 

• Confrontation: Fugitive is in a Rival’s Crew 
• Lone Target: Fugitive is on a Supply Planet 
• Betrayal: Fugitive is in your Crew 

Confrontation: Fugitive is in a Rival’s Crew (Pirates & Bounty Hunters): 
To apprehend a Fugitive in a rival’s Crew, you must first pass a Boarding Test (see Page 3 for details) 
to gain access to their ship. If the Boarding Test is successful, resolve a Showdown against the entire 
rival Crew, following all the normal Showdown rules. The Showdown results are detailed on the 
Fugitive’s Bounty Card. 

Lone Target: Fugitive is on a Supply Planet (Pirates & Bounty Hunters): 
To apprehend a Fugitive in the discard pile of a Supply Planet, resolve a Showdown 
between your Crew and the lone Fugitive. The player to your right rolls for the defending 
Fugitive. The Fugitive uses their best available Skill (Fight, Tech or Negotiate). “Thrillin’ 
Heroics” bonus rolls DO apply. The Showdown results are detailed on the Fugitive’s Bounty 
Card. 

Betrayal: Fugitive is in your Crew (Pirates & Bounty Hunters): 
When the target Fugitive is a member of your Crew you may choose to betray them. The target 
Fugitive is apprehended without needing to roll a Showdown. However, this act of wanton betrayal will 
not sit well with the rest of your Crew. All members of your Crew except your Leader become 
disgruntled. 
TIP: If you wish to collect a Bounty on one of your Crew without disgruntling everyone else, 
kick them off your ship, send them home and nab ‘em there. 

Bound by Law (Pirates & Bounty Hunters): 
When you successfully apprehend a Fugitive, claim both the Crew Card and the Bounty 
Card. Place the Fugitive’s Crew Card to the left of your Ship Card and place the Bounty 
Card on top to mark the Fugitive as “Bound by Law”. Apprehended, Bound by Law 
Fugitives do not count towards your Active Jobs limit. Bound Fugitives DO NOT count as 
part of your Crew in any way. Bound Fugitives do not participate in Jobs, Showdowns or 
Skill Tests of any sort and are ignored for the purpose of Alliance Wanted Rolls. 
Bound Fugitives DO NOT count towards your ship’s Max Crew or cargo space. 

Cortex Alert: (Pirates & Bounty Hunters):  A Cortex Alert is a special type of Bounty that pays out 
on a whole class of ne’er-do-wells rather then a single named Fugitive. As with a normal Bounty, the 
first player to successfully apprehend 1 of the targets takes possession of the Bounty Card. That 
player may then choose to attempt to apprehend additional targets to add to the bounty stack if they 
wish. When the Bounty is turned in, the player receives the Bounty Pay amount for each Bound 
fugitive delivered. Note: If there is more than one Fugitive of the same type at a location, you 
may still only apprehend one of them with each Work Action. 

Bounty Jumping Cortex Alerts (Pirates & Bounty Hunters): 
Cortex Alerts can be Bounty Jumped, just like a normal Bounty. If a Cortex Alert is Bounty 
Jumped, all attached Fugitive Cards change hands as well (this is the only exception to 
capturing more than one 
Fugitive with a single Work Action). 
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Actions (choose 2/turn) 
Fly: If you aren’t moving, you aren’t doing much of anything else either. Flying through 
the ’Verse is both necessary and sometimes dangerous. 
Buy: You won’t get far with an empty ship; buying Gear and hiring Crew is critical to 
complete difficult, lucrative Jobs. 
Deal: Talking to Contacts opens up new opportunities. Taking on more commitments 
than you can handle is a road to defeat. 
Work: Working Jobs is how you get paid. Some jobs are simple, legal transport of 
goods. Some require misbehaving under the Alliance’s nose. 
 

 


